A comparison of magnetic resonance imaging methods for fluid content imaging in porous media.
Quantitative measurements are important for imaging fluid content in porous media. Conventional MRI methods suffer from contrast because of relaxation times in porous media, resulting in measurements of apparent fluid content, not the true fluid content. We compare four magnetic resonance imaging methods for fluid content imaging in several water-saturated reservoir core plugs: frequency-encoded spin echo, single point ramped imaging with T1 enhancement, hybrid spin echo single point imaging (SE-SPI), and T2 mapping SE-SPI. 1-D profiles obtained with each method were compared in terms of image quality, image sensitivity, and quantification of water content. The image quality of short T2 lifetime samples suffered from blurring in hybrid SE-SPI images. Image sensitivity was the highest in the profiles obtained with frequency-encoded spin echo. The quantification of frequency-encoded spin echo, T2 mapping SE-SPI, and hybrid SE-SPI suffered in core plugs with a significant population of short T2 components because of T2 attenuation. Overall, single point ramped imaging with T1 enhancement was found to be the most general method for fluid content imaging.